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Introduction

“But I thought nobody used direct mail anymore.”

If you hear yourself saying this, just go take a look inside your mailbox right now.

“But that’s just junk mail!” you say.

No, that’s MONEY MAIL.

If you’ve never added physical, postal mailings to your marketing mix, you are missing

an important sales avenue that can grow your business faster than just by utilizing on-

line marketing strategies alone.

It is vitally important these days to integrate as many relevant marketing channels as

possible so that you research your prospects in a variety of ways and from different di-

rections.

According to Forbes magazine, “the channel that delivered the strongest ROI for cus-

tomer acquisition for B2C* marketers was direct mail. Direct mail also scored the high-

est among B2C marketers for customer contact and retention.”**

Direct Mail marketing is not just about stimulating an immediate response — it’s also

about measurable ROI (return on investment) —- as well as adding an extra stream of

customers, income and profits to your business.

* B2C stands for Business to Consumer

** http://www.forbes.com/sites/marketshare/2012/03/11/direct-mail-alive-and-kicking/
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While you can omit some forms of marketing because they don’t bring a good rate of ROI

for your particular market, omitting Direct Mail marketing from your sales funnel is to

cut yourself off from a proven source of income that is steadily regaining popularity.

In short, Direct Mail marketing seems to work for almost any type of business — local,

retail, service or B2B (Business to Business) — even though with the latter category,

email “scored the highest for ROI and customer contact and retention”, according to

Forbes Magazine.
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Direct Mail doesn’t replace other forms of marketing. Instead, it should be used to aug-

ment any type of Direct Response marketing campaign — yet another way of inviting

the customer to take your preferred action. Unlike Direct Mail, Direct Response is not

limited to physical mail: It can be generated online or delivered through radio, TV or

almost any media you wish.

Direct Response of any sort can result in business growth akin to a sudden cash 

infusion. Yes, you are still employing other means to steadily build:

• Your reputation

• Your branding

• Your list

But Direct Response campaigns help you fine tune this to a highly accurate degree,

being all about tracking, measuring and evaluating the immediate response from your

end consumer. You find out whether or not your intuitions and research are valid —

and where the hidden pitfalls or hidden opportunities lie. These are the sort of pitfalls

that, if fixed and addressed, give you an edge over competitors who have not taken this

extra step. And these are the sort of hidden opportunities that can vault your business

growth forward with noticeable positive impact.

And although a direct response campaign can help in your branding, in some ways it’s

about as far from branding as you could possibly get.

Direct response is about advertising or writing to get a particular, immediate result.

Here’s the formula:

Ad (Letter) + Well-chosen Incentive = Positive Consumer response
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• Running an ad is not Direct Response marketing.

• Running and ad where people have to take an action to 

get the reward is Direct Response marketing.

Direct Mail campaigns have the same structure, being just one particular type of Direct

Response method. In other words…

• Sending a postcard to let customers know about your new Spring 

Fashion Line is not a Direct Mail campaign — it’s just a mailing.

• Sending a postcard offering customers $50 off any purchase 
of $100 or more if they “present this coupon before 
March 31st is Direct Mail marketing.

Direct Mail campaigns are designed to be tracked. They should also be designed to

bring you…

• A fast return

• A boost to a new or flagging campaign

• New list members from a hitherto-unreached segment

• More accurate information as to your mailing list’s preferences

There are also other, more intangible benefits. For example, a Direct Mailing done right

can actually increase customer loyalty by making your customer feel special — espe-

cially if the customer already “knows” you online. Seeing a real piece of mail from you

as THE authority in your niche landing on your doormat can produce an unexpectedly

strong degree of pleasure, interest or curiosity.

Done wrong, it can drive people away… so it is very important to use the right type of

mailing at the right time.
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Not long ago I acquired a new client simply because I mailed her my postcard newslet-

ter. She was on my email list, and when she made the connection between me, the

emails and the newsletter — what I call a NewsCard — she said, “I want this, too, for

my business.”

Types of Direct Mailings You Can Use

You have multiple types of Direct Mail methods to choose from, so be sure to choose

the one you feel will best fit your clients and customers. You can also select a method

specifically based on a brand new demographic you’re trying to reach.

It doesn’t matter what type of Direct Mailing you use: In the end you will still need to

choose the best type of distribution method —- and conform to any postal laws, espe-

cially if it’s a bulk —- in the U.S.A. called Standard —- mailing.

Here’s a list of the most popular types of Direct Mail methods:

• Postcards

• Personalized Sales Letters

• Samples

• Invitations to openings

• Loyalty discount or reward letters

• Coupons

• “Pre-approved” credit card applications

• Flyers

• Catalogs

• “Free- trial” items such as books and CDs

“But wait,” you say, “Aren’t direct mailings super expensive?”
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Not always. In fact, if you take advantage of special Mailing rates or a fulfillment com-

pany, they can cost the same or less than your latest online campaign —- especially if

you’ve ever had to outsource any of the latter.

Is Direct Mail Effective?
Well, apart from the actual returns and priceless honing of your Mailing List to your

most responsive customers (as well as culling those who are invalid), let’s look at some

recent facts and figures collected from the net…

• US customers spend $60 billion per year from Direct Mail

• 14% of donors respond to directly-mailed letters with donations, as opposed

to 6% via online appeals (even if they then proceed to a website to give!)

• 95% of all personalized Direct Mailings are read as soon as they are received

• 64% of consumers surveyed stated they “valued their [Direct] mail”

• But only 36% of businesses think consumers still value Direct Mail

• 76% of survey respondents said they had purchased from an offer received

via Direct mail

As DirectMailMarketing.com’s Beth Smith pointed out about Direct Mailings in a 

recent presentation…
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In other words, email and online advertising have become the new “junk mail”: easy

to delete, ignore and postpone. The majority of people are actually engaging with phys-

ical mail as soon as they receive it.

And — as Smith points out — Direct Mail is not advertising, which often focuses on

simply raising brand awareness.

Direct Mail is used to generate immediate response — that is, you make a sale.

And one key fact to remember: Everybody has a mailbox.

What Direct Mail is Not

You may be paying “bulk” rates, but Direct Mail is not “bulk mail”: i.e. You should not

be sending out flyers, etc., “blind” or addressed to “Occupant” unless you are bombard-

ing an area to raise your visibility, with no thought of return. People use the term “Di-

rect Mail” when they really mean “physical mail”; but this report is dealing with Direct

Mail specifically as a vital part of your Direct Response campaigns.

Direct mail is:

• Personalized to specific target customers
• Set up to generate a specific response to a specific incentive
• Measurable

The whole premise consists of sending out instructions for your recipient to take an

action you want them to take; and persuading them to do it.
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When choosing a list or the type of media to send, or adding Direct Mail to a campaign,

you will need to keep in mind and target according to:

• Interests

• Needs

• Common problems

• Goals

• Gender 

• Age

• Marital status

• Education

• Income

• Lifestyle

Section Two: The Fun Part

Making Your Direct Mailing Stand Out

There’s a simple formula to making your direct mailing stand out 

from its competitors…

1. First, study every type of direct mailing suggestion or direct mail 
you personally receive.

See:

2. What people do

3. Which ones work for you— why?

4. Which ones don’t— why?
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5. Decide which type would work for your recipient… or else create 

a new type

6. Personalize your mailing. Call your customer by name. 

7. Make it feel like a “real letter” to each person; not like an 
advertisement 

8. If you’re sending something impersonal, such as a coupon,
give a really personal, flattering reason for sending it.
(“Cameron, you’ve been a loyal customer since 1997, so to celebrate

our relationship, I’m sending you this exclusive coupon…”)

9. Engage the emotions. A June, 2010, study by Millward Brown

makes this important point: “We observed that there was more emo-

tional involvement when participants handled material printed on

cards than when they viewed the same material online.”*

10. Timing is everything. Don’t be aggressive. Your recipient should
feel more like “it’s about time” than “what, AGAIN?” Give people

time to respond to your previous offer. Where once a week is a bare

minimum in the world of online blog posting and emailing to your

list, once a month is a safe minimum in the world of Direct Mail.  

Above all, time your Direct Mailing to support your campaigns — but don’t “overkill”.

And, while people may admire, exclaim over, or enjoy highly creative “3D” cards, stud-

ies have shown that they don’t always increase response.

A great photo or graphic that triggers an emotional response in your recipient is
more likely to do that. 

* http://www.millwardbrown.com/Libraries/MB_Knowledge_Points_Downloads/MillwardBrown_Knowledge
Point_DirectMarketing.sflb.ashx
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Or even a great photo or graphic that tells the reader at-a-glance exactly what your
postcard or flyer is about — as does this “Dental Reminder” postcard from Dental
Postcard Studio (http://dentalpostcardsstudio.com) — a rare case of one picture ac-

tually being worth many words. 

(Dentists sending Reminder Postcards such as the one above report a 42% decrease in

missed appointments —- and the reason why there are websites devoted just to dental
Direct Mailing. That’s good research!)

Even if the dentist’s contact information and the recipient’s appointment time are on

the other side, sticking this fun postcard on her bulletin board will remind the recipient

at a glance that it’s her Teeth Cleaning Reminder — instead of having to rifle through

all the business cards in her purse, drawer or car to find it. 
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Other personalization tactics that have drawn a big response:

• Attaching a personalized sticky note to your insert (hand-written)

• Include maps, if yours is a local business

• Tell a short, personal story to catch your recipient’s attention and

hook her emotions

• Customizing graphics with your recipient’s name (e.g. cartoons, 

affirmations)

• Sending each list member a “surprise” Postcard containing a QR code

and instructions on how to scan it with their mobiles. If you know

your target list members are addicted to their mobiles, they’ll get a

kick out of this new but increasingly well-validated strategy — and

you can drive them straight to a “secret” landing page to pick up your

wow-factor offer.

• Instantly engage the emotions. You have less than two seconds to
stop your recipient from tossing your Direct Mail into her recycle bin.

Ask a question that resonates on a deep level — one that makes her

feel nostalgic, excited, sentimental, alert, important, valued or any

other emotion that isn’t negative.  

Ten Mistakes Not to Make

Just as it is important to know what to do to make your Direct Mail engaging, so it is

equally crucial to know what to avoid…

1. Don’t send Direct Mail without doing your homework.
Make sure your mail is targeted to the recipient’s exact interests,
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concerns and passions. Too generic a campaign will generate no 

excitement at all  — and virtually guarantee you’ve thrown your

money away.

2. Don’t assume your own importance (or that of your mes-
sage). Letters that are wordy, voluble, over-earnest, pompous or
lecturing are destined for Waste-Basket Central.

3. Don’t be vague.Make sure the recipient quickly finds out what’s

in it for her if she accepts your offer — and that she clearly under-

stands how to do so.

4. Don’t threaten. “Who would do that?” you may ask. Well, just

about every marketer who sends out letters ending with: “P.S. You

will be sorry for the rest of your life if you say “no” now.  This offer

will NOT be repeated!”

And (speaking of threats) there are some

tactics, while they may be original and

entertaining, that ultimately fail to do

the job… such as this ten-year-old’s out-

spoken postcard to New York’s Mayor

Bloomberg about the proposed $90-mil-

lion budget cuts to New York libraries.*  

(The library is still facing budget cuts**

and the ten-year-old was invited to “focus on what she liked about li-

braries rather than issuing vague threats to Mayor Bloomberg”.)

* http://blogs.villagevoice.com/runninscared/2011/06/kid_writes_awes.php
** (Possibly the atroshuss speling may have failed to convince Mayor Bloomberg of the value of libraries…)

5. Don’t use loud, screaming graphics. Cheerful and enchanting
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is okay: Screaming and garish is not. (Red and yellow together have

proven to be particularly off-putting, triggering associations for older

recipients with “hard sell” tactics.)

6. Don’t “guilt trip” your recipient. Teary-eyed children and
graphic photos of abused animals are more likely to trigger avoid-

ance than engagement (particularly since these two tactics have

been grossly overused in the last decade or so).

7. Don’t “fake-challenge” your recipient. Letters that start 
with something like “I’ll bet you’re going to throw this into the 

waste paper basket, right?” usually have the homeowner doing 

exactly that — on the spot.

8. Don’t use a list without ensuring that it’s up-to-date.
Homeowners tend to get annoyed if they receive a personalized 

letter for the previous occupant.

9. Don’t neglect the “trust” factor: If a homeowner doesn’t know
you (I.E.:  You’ve just purchased or taken over a list) she is more

likely to be suspicious of your amazing discount coupon. Do what

you can to provide social proof — and she’ll value your offer in 

proportion to your “proof”.

Some suggestions…

� Include a small headshot (people want to know they are 

dealing with another person, not just a faceless company)

� Quickly showcase an achievement that is likely to be 

meaningful to her and help her relate to you
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� Use copy that helps her identify with you (“As one asthma

sufferer to another…”)

� Let her know who you are and what you have in common 

10. Don’t be generic. For example, assuming that because you’ve
bought a list marketing to “AutoCAD Draftsmen” your offer will be

100% relevant to every AutoCAD draftsman is a grave error: Just a

little further research would have shown you there are three cate-

gories of AutoCAD-trained draftsmen — architectural, mechanical

and electrical. An architectural draftsman would never be hired as an

electrical draftsman —- he wouldn’t know what to do; just as an elec-

trical draftsman could never be hired as an architectural draftsman.

Moral:  You need to narrow your research right down until you
reach your exact target.

When to Use What Type of Mail Media

When you research your target recipient, you’ll most likely find yourself with a good

idea of what type of media to send out. A postcard? Coupon?  Exclusive Invitation?

Loyalty reward? Sample?

If you find yourself dithering between two or more different types of media, realize you

have two options:

a) Take each type of media and use each as a test variable. Measure the re-

sults for each type (and note how far your intuition was “off” — or “on”).

b) Follow the proven, simple guidelines below…
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Determine who it is you are contacting — and what you want them to do. 

Consider each type of mail media and ask yourself (for each):

• “Will this type of mail media make my message the most clear?
Will it make it easy for my customer to respond?” 

• “Will this type of mail media tap most quickly into her emotions?”

• “Will she enjoy this type of mail media best?  If so — why?  If not —

why?”

• “What is my target customer’s age and learning/communication
style?”

These two last points in particular make a huge difference to the success of Direct Mail

campaigns.

For example, customers over fifty will often appreciate larger print and may be of-

fended by first-name use: Customers who are visual learners may appreciate a colorful

postcard with a short, to-the-point message more than they would be inclined to read

a long, text-heavy Sales Letter.

And customers who use mobile phones in the eighteen-to-thirty four age group are

more likely to (a) enjoy QR codes being mailed to them (b) know what QR codes are.

Finally, remember that you’re not limited to stationery products: You can Direct Mail

virtually anything — place mats, car door magnets, mouse pads and just about anything

that justifies the cost of mailing, when measured against potential returns (and doesn’t

contravene Post Office rules! Go ask them what you can and cannot mail before you

plan any Direct Mailing promotion.)
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Outsourcing

Of course, when it comes to sending out your Direct Mail pieces, you don’t have to sit

and hand-address six thousand envelopes by candlelight: You can outsource any part

of your Direct Mail campaign process, as much or as little as you like and can afford.

You can use services such as my NewsCard Program*,

or SendOutCards** to fully or semi-automate the whole

process, using postcards and cards you’ve either selected

from niche-category galleries or had custom-designed

for you. 

Autoresponder and mailing companies such as Vertical

Response and Image Media often provide similar services. Whichever company you

use, however, make sure you cost out their services thoroughly: I have found an 

immensely wide variable in cost, depending on what type of set-up you choose, between

seemingly-similar companies.

You can also purchase postcards ready-made and address them yourself — sometimes

the best solution, if you’re doing a small test mailing. You can automate only part of

the process by having a local printer imprint custom images you provide yourself. 

One of the advantages of using a company that specializes in postcard mailing is that

they may see with expert eyes potential money-losing factors and potential response-

increasing opportunities of which you are unaware. You can:

a) Use images supplied by your Direct Mail company

b) Use public domain images (risky! as not all can be verified)
c) Use free stock photos from sources such as Morguefile.com

d) Pay minimal amounts to photo sharing sites and professional stock
photo companies such as Flickr, photos.com and  iStockphoto

* http://www.stayintouchmarketing.com/products/evergreen-newscards
** http://sendoutcards.com
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You can, of course, also outsource all of your copywriting. If you do, however, be sure
to choose a copywriter who specializes in Direct Response ads.

Ten Key Elements for a Successful Direct Mailing

When you think you’ve created the perfect Direct Mailing, have a good look at it and

ask yourself: 

Does it…

1. Grab attention instantly (and — more to the point — grab my 
target recipient’s attention instantly?

2. Present a clear offer?
3.  Create an irresistible urge to respond? (Provide a really 

wonderful incentive of high perceived value)?

4.   Tell my recipient instantly and clearly how to do it?
5.   Make it easier for them to respond than to “file” it 

6.   Show relevant graphics?
7.   Use a conversational style that matches the recipient’s own 

conversational style and lifestyle?

8.   Feel personal and friendly?
9.   Feel like a wonderful little surprise — a real day brightener?
10. Create urgency to respond?

Creating your Own Graphics

It may be that you’re actually promoting products based on your own graphic creations

— for example, if you’re a photographer or cartoonist. Or you just may need to cut costs

as much as possible. 
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Be aware that cutting costs by doing your own graphics can lose you money in the long

run, if you’re not graphically inclined. But if you’d like to go ahead anyway, and you

actually just need a few tips, read on…

It doesn’t matter whether or not you’re dealing with photography or illustration:  Nine

times out of ten, you’ll need graphics editing software in order to get your graphic ready

for the printing of your postcard, letter or flyer.

You could purchase expensive graphics-editing software such as Adobe Photoshop CS;

you could even downgrade this to the simpler version, Adobe Elements.  

And you could also download reliable, free graphics software such as Gimp…

There’s always a bit of a learning curve when using anything new like photo editing

software, so plan ahead for that.

There are a variety of design books out there, too, that will guide you along so you look

like the professional you are. One of the best books I can recommend you check out is
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The Non-Designers Design Book by Robin Williams. (No, not THAT Robin Williams;

the fabulous Robin Williams who has a knack for simplifying everything related to

graphic design.)

And if you really have no eye or ability for creating graphics, it really is best to 

outsource this.

And I know just the person who can do this for you: ME. Marty Marsh. Just send
me an email to marty@martyink.com or call me at 760-835-3854. Just remember,
when you pick up that phone, that I’m in the Pacific time zone.

Writing Your Own Direct Mail Copy

We’ve spoken about using the best media with the correct target group: Now it’s time

to take a look at the copy you’ll put in that media.

It has to get your main message across as clearly and immediately as possible. It also

has to grab your reader’s attention.

“How can I get a message across immediately and clearly,” you ask, “when my target

recipient is sixty-five years old and regards short, blunt messages as rude?”

Easy. You make sure the opening sentence of your Letter totally hooks into an over-

whelming need or desire.

A perfect example would be famed copywriter Gary Halbert’s “Coat-of-Arms” letter.

Created more than thirty years ago, it generated so many millions of dollars over that

time span that he reputedly sold it for $70 million to Ancestry.com.
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The letter was typed on plain stationery, just like any other letter, and began with a

simple question — one that “hooked” millions of people…

Brilliant though this first sentence is as a classic “hook”, it’s important also to realize

this wasn’t just a case of catchy writing: Halbert researched his idea very methodically

and carefully.

He researched it enough to know that he needed to target names that weren’t too com-

mon — if there were more than 7,500 names he discarded that name (after discovering

that 7,500 was the magic cut-off point, after which the letter didn’t convert).  

He did actual research and tested out his coat-of-arms on friends; then gauged their

reaction. Then he sent out multiple runs, refining each new batch based on previous

results. 

He didn’t know the Macdonalds (or the Macfarlanes or the Gordons or any of his other

targets) from Adam, but he wrote to them directly and simply, as if he did know them

(using their name several times throughout the letter).

He targeted peoples’ desire to be:

• Unique   • Important   • Special
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And to impress their neighbors!

And by the time he had done that, he knew exactly what style and tone to take, when

writing his sales letter (which reads as a personal letter)… and what medium to use.

(It wasn’t a postcard!)

It’s important to suit the style, tone and medium to the message. To illustrate this, let’s

look at something completely different… Below you will find an example of quite a differ-

ent type of Direct Mail piece (a postcard with a QR code) from Drive Buy Technologies…

Notice the writing is minimal and gives only the information the potential customer

might want to know…

1. “Just listed” — there’s a new house available on the market
2. The address and price
3. A photo — what the house looks like
4. Photo and contact information for the realtor
5. The QR code
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Anyone familiar with QR codes would scan it with their mobile camera immediately:

Others would call the realtor’s phone number (reassured, perhaps, by her friendly face

and professional, focused demeanor).  

A QR code is a graphic bar code. You do not have to pay to have some create QR codes

for you. You can, quite easily, do this yourself. You simply generate your own graphic

code by inputting the web URL where you want your Direct Mail client to end up.  

How to Generate a QR Code and QR Graphic — Here’s how to end up with your own QR
code graphic in seconds — free or for the donation of your choice…

1. Visit a QR code generating site such as Kaywa

(http://qrcode.kaywa.com).  

2. Select whether you would like your QR graphic or code to send 

people to a URL, a Phone Number, SMS text message, or text.

3. Input the relevant destination info (e.g. your phone number or 

your Landing Page URL)

4. Hit the tiny, grey “Generate” button

5. Right-click and save your graphic and/or copy-paste your code

6. Use your Adobe Elements or Gimp to insert your graphic (the black

and white squares and bars within a square) onto your Postcard

photo (or send a copy of it to your designer or printer)

7. Print your postcard!

You don’t have to put QR codes on your postcards, of course — but you do have to be

succinct!
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Here’s a screenshot of what you’ll find at Kayway...

Section Three:  The Mechanics

Now we’re getting down to the “facts and figures”-type of information. Time to leave

the creative stuff behind — except for figuring out how to send more for less…

How Much does Direct Mail Cost to Send? 

It’s not just the mailing cost you’ll have to take into account, but also other variables

in your Direct Mailing. Your ultimate cost per piece will vary according to:

a) How much of your project you outsource

b) What you outsource
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c) Type of mail, according to Post Office classifications for your country
and number of pieces you are sending and to where

d) Whether your offer’s return per direct mail piece calculates out to be

more or less than the cost per direct mail piece, after you’ve tallied up

expenses and divided them per item.

You may be required by law to use bulk or standard mail classification, if you’re plan-

ning to bombard your local area with a significant rise in pieces of mail that the letter

carriers will have to deliver or if you’re planning to send to “Occupant” (heaven forbid)

rather than to specific recipients.  

Since marketers send over 90 billion pieces of Direct Mail annually, according to the

US Postal Service, large batches of Bulk Mail or Commercial mail are actually handled

differently from regular pieces of mail. They are first sorted by zip code; then taken to

a “bulk-mail-entry-unit”, along with a “manifest”. 

Since each piece of mail will be the same exact shape and size, this allows them to be

shipped to a special sorting plant and sorted entirely by automation, reducing post 

office costs.

In fact, the post office uses the term “pre-sorted”, rather than “bulk”; and there are 

different types of classifications for all commercial mail.

In order to qualify for reduced (discounted) commercial (bulk) rates, there are mini-

mum quantities (and please note, these numbers can change at any time):

� 500 pieces for First-Class Mail

� 200 pieces (or 50 pounds of mail) for Standard Mail, Standard 

Marketing Parcels or Parcel Select Lightweight parcels

� 50 pieces for Parcel Select
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� 300 pieces for Presorted or Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter

� 300 pieces for Library Mail

� 300 pieces for Media Mail (formerly called “book rate”)

Sealed, handwritten, typewritten or personalized business correspondence (e.g. ad-

dressed to “Mrs. Mary Smith” rather than “Occupant” may be required to be sent as

First Class mail. Check with your post office. The people there are most helpful.

Note that the minimum number of pieces will differ from country to country.  (For 

example, Canadian bulk mail starts at 1,000 pieces, while Australian bulk mail starts

at 300 pieces.)

You could read up on the US postal service’s criteria at Business Mail 101

(http://usps.com), but an easier way is to simply go into your own local post office with

a sample piece of mail, and ask what your best bulk mail option would be.

For most smaller mailings, however, you will likely just want to keep things simple and

mail everything first class.

If you do want to save money on your larger mailings, it is best to let an expert handle

it for you. Just Google local mailing houses for your area. The small fee they charge to

handle your mailing can more than pay for itself in both saved time and money if you

do something wrong. 

Nothing could be worse in the world of direct mail than to drop off a few thousand

postcards at the post office only to have them all returned to you because you made an

unwitting mistake.

Truly a case for letting the professionals do it right.
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Where — and When — to Purchase a List

When is it valid to consider purchasing a list? When you’re breaking into a completely

different niche and target market that are light years away from anything you’ve done

before (or when you’re gambling on a high return).

It’s always better to build your own list of targeted customers, of course.  Buying a list

is considered an “iffy” practice —- especially if you are basing your reputation on rela-

tionship marketing (and you shouldn’t do it at all for email marketing). 

But the real problem lies in not being able to judge whether or not a list up for sale is

high quality or low; legal or shady; valuable or worthless. However, there are a few pre-

cautions you can take to make sure you buy from a reputable source.

One option: Visit Mailing List Finder, known as the “Google of Mailing Lists”

(http://lists.nextmark.com/).  Simply enter your keyword, select “Postal Mail” and hit

the “Search 60,000 Mailing List” buttons:
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You’ll be served up (sometimes after a wait) a smorgasbord of list offerings. Pick the

one that most closely matches your target market and check it out…

There is no guarantee that the list you are interested in will be a “good” one. You will

have to use your best judgment. But Mailing List Finder is a handy (and free) shortcut.

One important point to consider is the size of the list you’re purchasing.  Can you de-

liver, if you have a high rate of return? Will you be sending them to a website to com-

plete your offer? If so, can that website handle a sudden influx of traffic?  

If you are sending them to a Shopping Cart, does your subscription have a “max” you

will need to upgrade first?

Know your audience: Some people are not comfortable with using shopping
carts or in making online purchases. So for those you’ll need to make sure you
give them a mechanism for sending you a check or taking orders over the phone.
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Quality List-Finding Tips

In order to cut down on the possibility of purchasing a shady list, take the following

precautions…

1. Ask how often the list is updated. Pass on anything over twelve
months old.

2. Ask for references (the names and contact info of at least three
companies who have purchased that list within the last year).  

3. Follow up on your reference check. If you cannot contact the
companies or find any trace of them, don’t purchase from that ven-

dor!

4. Update your own list while you’re at it! Send out inquiries via
your usual form of contact, letting people know you are making sure

they still want to receive your communications. Be aware, though,

that this can be a double-edged sword: You may lose subscribers

who simply skip your email and don’t hit “reply” or confirm… but

then again, you could also lose a lot of dead (and expensive) wood.

Consider running a one-question survey: “Would you like to receive

occasional snail mail from me, containing exclusive offers or infor-

mation?” (This will be especially crucial if, so far, all you have for

your subscribers is a name and email address: If your aim is to ex-

pand that list’s database to include postal addresses, use this letter

to drive them to a simple sign up form.)

What Not to Do: You’ve seen them: Emails saying “Can You Help?”  Whatever you

do, don’t put the word “Help” in your subject line —- surveys have shown that people

are likely to feel more irritated or annoyed than helpful.

Be creative instead: Try something along the lines of “One question that may
brighten your life…” or even “Please answer one question for me today?”
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But whatever you do, don’t include the word “free”, “help” or a dollar value. “Help” will

just annoy; and “free” or a dollar value will get you a short trip to Spam Limbo. (There
is some debate about using the word Free in subject lines. In some instances it is now
considered safe to do, although it really depends on each particular spam filter. Still,
it’s better to come up with alternative words or phrasing and avoid the word “free”
altogether if you can — just in case.)

Before you purchase a list, however, consider this: Sending out an inexpensive and

simple Direct Mailing to three hundred of your own, voluntarily-signed-up followers

is the perfect testing ground.

In other words, if your offer doesn’t grab your own list, think of all the cash you’d waste

sending it out to five thousand unknown quantities!

How to Do a Direct Mailing

To summarize everything we’ve been studying, here are the steps you need to take, to

put together a strong Direct Mail campaign…

1.    Research your Market

2.    Create a profile of your target recipient
3.    Decide on your goal/the outcome you want
4.    Decide on the number of recipients
5.    Decide what will be outsourced — and how
6.    Analyze your costs versus projected returns
7.    Decide on your media 
8.    Present an irresistible incentive
9.    Mail your campaign

10. Track the results!
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Tracking Your Direct Mail Campaign

Everything that’s gone before is going to be useless…. Unless you track your results

and learn from them. (By “learn”, I mean “refine your targeting even more accurately

for the next time”.)

Tracking Direct Mail campaigns is actually easier than dealing with online analytics,

according to many people — but do transfer and save your results to a program you

are comfortable with, such as Excel or use a simple spreadsheet on a piece of paper.

There are a few tricks you need to know:

1. Start with a “control”— a fixed model (e.g. your original “final” postcard or letter
design) and make sure you measure every subsequent result back to that benchmark.

(And be sure to keep copies of every single stage.) Treat it as methodically as a scientist

runs a study.

2. Send out a small test run first. This can be as small a run as six people or as
large a run as a few hundred, depending on what you need to test and how sure you

are of your metrics.

3. Change only one variable per run. If you change the text, the photo AND the
header of your sales letter in Batch # 2, you’ll never know which of these three elements

suddenly brought that dramatic increase — or drop — in responses and/or sales.

Remember, Direct Mail should never replace your other marketing methods unless

careful research has shown you that those other methods are redundant.

But adding Direct Mailing to your Direct Response campaigns media delivery mix, you

can increase your reach and help you reap maximum results.
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Good luck with your Direct Mail ventures — and know that I’m out here rooting for

your success!

On the following pages, you’ll find some handy worksheets to help you plan.

Print out each one and fill in each section to ensure a more successful Direct Mailing

campaign.

All the best,

Marty Marsh
Follow-Up & Stay-in-Touch
Marketing Strategist
760-835-3854

marty@martyink.com
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Media Type:

Cost per piece:

Number of Recipients:

Location of Recipients:

Price of mailing:

Number of Responses:

Number of Sales:

Outsourcing Costs:

Total Profit:

Total Loss:

Number of new list
members added:

NOTES:

Direct Mail Campaign Name: _______________________________________
Test Run #2 #3 #4
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Direct Mailing Brainstormer

My target market is (i.e. coaches, doctors, CPAs):

Target Recipient Profile:

Goal for this campaign:

Media for this campaign (i.e. postcard, newsletter):

# of overall recipients for this campaign:

What will be outsourced:

My irrestible call to action is:

The Break-Even Point is:

Analyze costs versus projected return:

Actual Results:

Recommendations and Conclusions:
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Purchase List?
From:
Contact Info:
Reference Check?

Product Creation

Paper Supplies

Printing Costs

Outsourced Items

Copywriting

Graphics

Handling & Mailing

Other

Total Amount Outsourced

Postage

Break-Even

Projected Profit

Actual Results

Notes/Recommendations

Direct Mail Campaign Name: _______________________________________
Item Cost

Direct Mailing Supplies & Expense Planner

$_______________________________________

$_______________________________________

$_______________________________________

$_______________________________________

$_______________________________________
$_______________________________________
$_______________________________________
$_______________________________________
$_______________________________________

$_______________________________________

$_______________________________________

$_______________________________________

$_______________________________________
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Want to get started with 
Direct Mail Marketing Easily
and Affordably?
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An Evergreen NewsCard that
never goes out of date is a fast,
easy and affordable way to make
an instant and memorable 
connection with new prospects. 

Simply keep your Evergreen News-
Card at the ready so that each time you
meet someone new, you simply 
address and mail. You’ve just started
your follow-up sequence and have 
broken the ice to a new and profitable
relationship!

NewsCards are perfect for...

• FOLLOWING UP 

• PROMOTING YOUR BUSINESS BRAND 

• ACCELERATING KNOW, LIKE & TRUST 

• BUILDING LONG-LASTING 
RELATIONSHIPS

• IMPROVING CREDIBILITY

• SHOWCASING BENEFITS   

• MAKING SALES

Here’s what Rhonda McNett — whose Evergreen NewsCard is shown here  — had to sayabout her experience in creating an EvergreenNewsCard for her business, SOS by Rhonda:

Something is lurking in your home or 

office that you’ve been ignoring for years.

Now’s the time to expose it in order to change

things for the better! Do so and you’ll find that

you have more time, space and awareness for

that which really matters. Get your FREE copy 

of “How to Deal With a Dirty Little Secret” at

www.SOSbyRhonda.com

How many of us are constantly rac-

ing around, cramming as much

into a day as we possibly can? Trying to

make choices out of too many options?

Forever reaching, grasping, lunging for

the “new best thing?” Never satisfied

with what we currently have and always

needing more? Peter Walsh is right when

he says in his book, “It’s All Too Much!”

How do we counter the

frenzied way we approach our

lives, our stuff, the anxious

use of our time? Where is the

calm and peace that so many

of us are crying out for?

• Take a look at your cal-

endar and try to leave some

white space in your sched-

ule. After all, isn’t part of the

Joy of Life its spontaneity?

• Try to curb the ten-

dency to run out and buy the latest elec-

tronic toys to hit the market - they may

not be making your life “better” at all.

There IS the dreaded learning curve,

right?
• Stop and do a simple thing several

times a day: take a DEEP breath. This

alone will help center you and put the

perspective back where it belongs.

• Glance around your home or office

and see where the distracting piles are.

Make a concerted effort to go through even

just one of them to get rid of the visual

chaos. Do start somewhere  – baby steps!

• Pay attention to your tone of voice

as you deal with others. Yes: try for some

real “face-time” with hu-

manity. Remember to speak

nicely to yourself, too. We

all need a boost every now

and then. Attract what and

whom you really want and

let the others go.
• Plan ahead and allow

extra time to get somewhere

so you aren’t one of those

crazy fiends screaming in

and out of traffic because

they didn’t allow themselves enough

time to get from Point A to Point B.

Slow down, smell the proverbial

roses, be present and be grateful for this

wonderful life that we have. Hit the

“Pause” button on the Frantic! I wish

you peace, harmony and a sense of calm!

Must We Be So Frantic?

“Out of clutter, �ind simplicity. From discord, �ind Harmony. 

In the middle of dif�iculty lies Opportunity.” — Albert Einstein —

Scan the code to 
discover more goodies to
help bring more calm and

simplicity to your life.

Sensible Organizing Strategies
Providing Peace and Harmony 
for Your Home or Of�ice

P. O. Box 291
Anacortes, WA 98221

3605881994
www.SOSbyRhonda.com

Relax. Reward. Repeat.
“Relax, reward, repeat” is an

organizer’s mantra for a job

well done. Why is this impor-

tant? For one thing, it provides a

pat-on-the-back that, for many of

us, is all too rare. It also provides

the impetus to keep on going, to

proceed to the next project.

REWARD YOURSELF! Validate

your efforts! You may be think-

ing, “what if I only organized my

junk drawer, and didn’t do a big

job like organizing the garage?

That’s still huge! Why do you

think junk drawers are such a

common topic of discussion? Be-

cause we all have them! If yours

has morphed into order now due

to your efforts, you are already a

leg-up on many!

So, as you go about your daily

business, please remember:

• Practice gratitude. It will have a

positive effect on you and every-

one around you.

• Reward yourself for the organ-

izing efforts you’ve made and keep

moving on, one small project at a

time. You will get through this!

• Celebrate all your accomplish-

ments, laugh and have fun! You

deserve it! Just think of the

“WOW” factor. (You did it!)

• Take care of yourself: Read a

book, take a walk, go to that ex-

ercise class, enjoy a quiet moment

with a cup of tea. “Rewarding”

doesn’t necessarily mean eating or

spending money!

Enjoy grateful times with family

and friends and remember to

“validate” everyone you can!

Smile and be kind because that

alone can make or break some-

one’s day! Above all, be kind to

yourself.

You may need 
organizing help if...
� Clutter has taken over your life and you

just can't get it together on your own

� You have too much stuff in too small a

space and can’t decide what needs to go

� You’re frustrated and stressed because

you can’t find your keys, your wallet, your

checkbook, your...

� You’ve purchased every organizing book

and container on the market and still

can’t get organized

� You can’t seem to find enough hours in

the day to get everything done and your

to-do list just keeps growing and growing

� You are inundated with paper and 

getting buried in piles of it

� You’re too embarrassed to have friends

or family over because there’s no room

for them to sit down

� You are missing appointments or showing

up late because you are so disorganized

� You would like less confusion, stress and

frustration in your life and more peace,

order and serenity 

Get Organized With These Strategies
• Start somewhere, anywhere, just start;

• Don't worry about getting things perfect (that does
n't exist!);

• Make the decision to let go (purging);

• Keep at it, a bit at a time;

• And, keep at it, seasonally... get prepared 
for weather

changes.

Sensible Organizing Strategies...

Providing Peace and Harmony 

for your Home or Office

RHONDA McNETT • 360.588.1994

rhonda@sosbyrhonda.com
www.sosbyrhonda.com

Published for Clients and Friends of Rhonda McNett • www.SOSbyRhonda.com

“I have received many wonderful compliments 
on this postcard and am very proud to mail it to
every prospect I meet as the ‘first touch’ in my 
follow-up strategy. By making the content ‘ever-
green,’ I was able to get a great price on this 
promotional item and can use it in any number 
of situations without it ever appearing ‘dated’.
Thanks, Marty, for having such a great talent to
make me look good in print and for helping me
know exactly what my company’s stay-in-touch
marketing needs are! You are absolutely my 
marketing ‘go-to guy!’”

Learn how you can get
an affordable and easy
start with Direct Mail
Marketing Here: 

http://bit.ly/ProfitWithEvergreenNewsCards


